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Description:
The availability of large data sets and computational power is fuelling the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
infused systems in work settings. Such systems leverage data-driven inferences (most commonly using Machine
Learning algorithms). Managed well, AI can contribute to the common good, play a key role in achieving
Sustainable Development Goals and increase the efficiency and quality of work (European Commission, 2020).
Managed poorly, AI can increase opacity in work arrangements challenging meaningful human control (Faraj
et al., 2018).
For a technology to be characterised “AI” it is important that it demonstrates an ability to learn and even selfimprove; at least, this was included in the conceptualisation of AI back in 1955 in the Dartmouth Research
Project (McCarthy et al., 2006). Such systems need to be handled as tools for “enhancing human agency, without
removing human responsibility” (Floridi et al., 2018). Nevertheless, this is far from trivial.
The resurgence of interest in AI has led to a growing body of research on the AI pitfalls that must be avoided
and different guidelines, codes and frameworks to guide the use of AI have been developed (Amershi et al.,
2019; Jobin et al., 2019). For instance, it is important to make clear what the AI system can do and how well.
Furthermore, it is important to offer functionality for efficient invocation (activating AI services when needed),
dismissal (deactivating AI services when not needed) and correction (idem.). AI technologies combined with
automation have vast implications for organizing work and for supporting everyday life activities. A new kind
of sociotechnical systems, where machines that learn join human learning and create original systemic
capabilities is emerging: AI-infused metahuman systems (Lyytinen et al., 2020).
Given the major impact that AI can have on our society, it is important to reflect, discuss and develop critical
perspectives on AI including research on issues of power, ideology and institutional change (Bailey & Barley,
2020). This SI calls for contributions in the Scandinavian Sociotechnical Information Systems tradition that
introduce novel understandings and methods for including human values in AI-infused systems that can better
society (Bergquist et al., 2018; Shollo et al., 2020). The goal of this SI is to consolidate critical perspectives on
responsible AI and actively engage in debates over design, policy, and outcomes.
We welcome empirical studies including action research and ethnographically inspired studies, design-oriented
research and conceptual papers. Suggested topics include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Governance arrangements for AI and their impact on the distribution of control and accountability for
tasks and decision making.
The role of AI on work transformation and the work of transforming organizations with AI.
The role of AI on business models´ formation and transformation.
Domain specific aspects of AI-infused digitalization (e.g. healthcare-specific, financial sector-specific).
Design and deployment approaches for responsible AI.
Perceptions, expectations and outcomes of responsible AI.
Theoretical and methodological challenges of researching responsible AI.
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